What’s New

Roomba:
A Vacuum Robot to Clean Floors

WiFi

Laptop Bag

In the future robots will clean our houses. Robot Roomba is a
small intelligent vacuum cleaner that is meant to work as quietly
as possible. The Roomba comes with a docking station you connect
to a wall socket on a place where you won’t notice it. You schedule
the Roomba and it automatically starts cleaning the floor. It has
all kinds of sensors so it will make its way through rooms and
avoid certain objects in its path in an intelligent way. And when
cleaning is done, it finds its way back to the docking station to
recharge.

This certainly makes more sense than the
WiFi detecting glow-in-the-dark T-shirts
we’ve been seeing around. The WiFi laptop
bag has a little LCD display on the side to
show you hotspot activity. Now you don’t
have to boot your laptop to search for open
hotspots but you can simply check your
laptop bag. If the signal is strong enough
you can choose to boot your laptop and get
online.

Foldable Bluetooth
Keyboard

Smart phones get smarter and almost every modern phone has
access to the internet. This means a cell phone is no longer just
for making phone calls, but for browsing the web, writing emails or updating your blog too. The 12 keys that used to be
enough to enter a phone number just won’t do anymore. Some
phones solved this with touch screen handwriting recognition,
others with a tiny button keyboard below the screen. The AAA
battery powered gadget folds in two, has a stand-by time of 7000
hours, an operating time of 60 hours and works with pretty
much every cell phone, smart phone or PDA that supports
Bluetooth.
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Bluetooth Pillow
Headset

For lazy boys and girls with a long distance
relationship: get yourself an unlimited cell
phone plan and the urban tool per cushion
and you’re good to go for at least 8 hours of
wireless laying and talking. This is a
Bluetooth headset in a pillow form factor. It
has all the usual hands-free features like
volume control, muting and redialing but
also has a built-in camera and a washable
coat. It runs on a rechargeable battery that
has a standy-by time of 300 hours.

